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LMIC are in countries where it si already hot



So they will experience more hot days in the next 20 years
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And still more by 2100



Cost of climate change  that are likely to be higher in poor countries
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Measuring climate impacts 

• No great counterfactual for climate change

• Similar empirical challenges in high and low income settings

– Integrated assessment models (Weyant 2017)

– Short run fixed effects estimates (e.g., Deschenes et al. 2007, Carleton et al. 2022)

– Long differences (e.g., Burke and Emerick 2016)

– Longer differences (Waldinger 2022)



The workhorse short-term impacts model (Pioneered by Greestone)

Two way fixed effects

Y can be: productivity, 

test scores, mortality, 

etc. 

Y can be: productivity, 

test scores, mortality, 

etc. 



The short run impact of weather on mortality is heterogenous

Impact of weather on mortality in India 

(Burgess, Donaldson and Greenstone)



Similarly for GDP

Source: Burke et al. (2015) “Global non-linear effect of temperature on economic production,” Nature



• Adaptation Costs money:

– Air conditioning

– Working outside vs inside

– Importing food

– Etc. 



Carleton et al (2022). Mortality damage of hot days around the world 

• Estimation of  effect of a 

hot day from two ways FE 

in 25,000 micro-regions



Cost of a hot day, in different regions of the world 



Adaptation plays a key role



Coûts en termes de mortalité, 2100



Deaths and adaptation costs (Carleton et al.)



So how do we adapt?

1. Technologies 



Technology: Air Conditioning

Bareca et al (2016)

Source: Barreca et al. (2016) “Adapting to Climate Change,” Journal of Political Economy





Not just for the US! 



As countries become less poor they will want more AC

Source: Davis and Gertler (2016) “Contribution of air conditioning adoption to future energy use under global warming” PNAS



Income and adoption of other appliances

Source: Auffhammer and Wolfram (2014) “Powering up China” AER P&P



And those who have AC will use electricity when it is hot

Source: Davis and Gertler (2016) “Contribution of air conditioning adoption to future energy use 
under global warming” PNAS



Downside of adaptation through Air Conditionning…. Electricity use 

exploses

• Until 2100, Middle cinome

country will use lots  more 

of electricity 

• Depending how it is 

produced it can 

contribute to aggravate 

climate change problems



Other technologies

Better crops 

(Dar et al, 2013)

Irrigation

(Tarraz, 2017)

Crop diversification

(Auffhammer and 

Carleton, 2013)

New ways of planting

(Aker and Jack) 



How to increase adoption of the adaptation 

technologies? 

Agronomic trials show RWH techniques restore degraded land, increase 

yields and increase resilience 

- Yet across the Sahel, adoption levels remain low

Zaï/Tassa Banquettes Demi-Lunes
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Increasing adoption of rainwater harvesting in Niger

Agronomic trials show RWH techniques restore degraded land, increase 

yields and reduce crop failure 

- Yet across the Sahel, adoption levels remain low

Zaï/Tassa Banquettes Demi-Lunes

Photo: M. Nuradden Danjuma Photo: A. Mills Photo: J. Aker
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impacts and cost effectiveness

Result: Training alone resulted in widespread adoption (>95% 

take up), sustained for at least 3 years
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Step 2: Measure impacts and cost effectiveness

Year 3: Self-reported improvements in land quality

Other impacts: 

• 12-14% increase in crop 

income

• 2x as likely to bring land 

back into production 

• 1/3 less likely to retire 

land from production

28



Measure impacts and cost effectiveness

Training is most cost effective for increasing adoption

UCT-early is most cost effective for increasing production
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Scale up what works 

Take lessons from RCT and 

collaborate with govt. on scale up

● Test how to streamline program 

for scale

● Compare adoption of different 

RWH techniques

● Learn more about why trainings 

are so effective

Timeline: Start in early 2023, timed with 

growing season

Researchers: Jenny Aker, Kelsey 
Jack, Malam Assane Maigari

Policy Partners: Ministry of 
Environment of Niger



So how do we adapt?

2. Change Activities



Rice and Water in Punjab

Production de riz (100% irrigué)

Groundwater get depleted 1.5 times faster than it fills up



• Farmers get free 

electricity, but it is 

ratioonned

• They don’t waste 

electricity statically: they 

need it! 



In addition they contribute to climate change and choke Delhi

• What they need 

to do to adapt is 

to stop growing 

rice. Do they?

• Social value of 

rice production 

<<0 (just from 

pollution)



Not in Punjab

Rice production in Punjab



But when wells fail (Blakslee et al.) 



No adjustment of on farm activities but Off farm employment compensates



So how do we adapt?

3. Migration and relocation (later)



So how do we adapt?

4. Financial products (insurance, loans, 

etc)



Access to capital lead to less sale of labor in lean season

Fink, Jack, Masiye, 2020



Access to capital lead to less sale of labor in lean season

Fink, Jack, Masiye, 2020



And more production and food security



The problem is not just levels, it is volatility and disasters (including floods 

and coastal damages)

Floods in Pakistan



Informal sharing 

• People help each other when faced with idiosyncratic shocks (Towsend, etc.)

• However less good for aggregate schock

• Mobile money help households cope with more shocks by diversifying source 

of help (Suri and Jack)

• Still, unlikely to be enough for large schocks caused by increased volatility. 



Karlan, Udry, Osei (2014)

Weather insurance can improve investment and profit 



But insurance take up is very low at actuarially fair price 





So how do we adapt?

5. Social Protection



Social protection and cash transfers

• Ultimately, governments will need to be ready to adapt to climate 

change by supporting households that face shocks

• Cash transfers

– Plenty of evidence of good use of cash transfer in general

– Success in COVID years in targeting & Logistics  though mobile money etc (TOGO)

– Some evidence of positive impact of cash transfers during COVID (though limited 

in the US)

• Anticipatory cash transfers: Take advantage of improvement in 

prediction of where disaster may occur



Togo’s Novisi: Geographic targetting



Cell phone 

meta data 

predict well 

who is the 

poorest. 

Using cell phone meta-data



Algorithm predict better than purely geographic targeting of PMT

Dark bar: 1-exclusion error, lighter bar, measure of 

overall performance



Anticipatory transfer (Pople et al, 2023)

• In July 2020, the World Food Programme (WFP) sent BDT 4,500 

(approximately $53) using mobile money accounts to 23,434 households 

along the Jamuna River that were about to experience severe Flooding, 

based on data-driven forecasts of river levels.

• Many households that shoud have been reached could not be reached due to 

logistical challenges during the COVID pandemic. 



Households that were reached and not look similar



Positive impacts 



Don’t let any one fall in extreme Poverty: Ultra poor programs
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Conclusion

• Adaptation will take money 

• Without help, countries will look 

to the shortest way possible to 

adapt 

• Adaptation may fight with 

mitigation unless well managed
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